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• Word Definition 2

Level 2

Directions: Choose the answer choice that best defines the word in capital letters.

1) BREAD

6) HEAVY

A. a kind of food
B. a kind of drink
C. a kind of meal

A. not strong
B. not big
C. not light

2) CLEAR

7) TINY

A. something dirty
B. something see through
C. something old

A. very big
B. very heavy
C. very small

3) GIANT

8) REMOVE

A. very small
B. very large
C. very clean

A. to begin
B. to take away
C. to end

4) CHINESE

9) MALL

A. is a state
B. is a flag
C. is a language

A. a place to shop
B. a place to pray
C. a place to play

5) JANUARY

10) CHEF

A. a month
B. a year
C. a week

A. someone who drives
B. someone who teaches
C. someone who cooks
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Answers and Explanations
1) A
bread (noun): a baked food made of flour or meal. Margot likes the bread on sandwiches to be warm.
2) B
clear (adjective): bright, easily seen through. The glass was so clear you could see every detail of the garden outside.
3) B
giant (adjective): something unusually large or powerful. My sister has a giant tree in her yard, it leans over her house.
4) C
Chinese (noun): a person of China, or the language(s) used by the people of China. Mandarin Chinese is one of the most widely
spoken languages in the world.
5) A
January (noun): the first calendar month of the year. Tammy’s birthday is in January.
6) C
heavy (adjective): having great weight. An elephant is a very heavy animal.
7) C
tiny (adjective): being very small. The ant is a tiny bug.
8) B
remove (verb): to get rid of. I had to remove the flowers from the table because they were rotting.
9) A
mall (noun): a shopping center featuring a variety of shops. Margaret needs to go to the mall to buy a birthday present for her friend.
10) C
chef (noun): someone who cooks and prepares meals for a job. Jorge wants to be a chef when he grows up because he likes to
cook a lot.
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